that the position of the absorption maximum is dictated by the conformation of the
In6 chain, which describes approximately
half a rotation of a screw-like helical progression (fig. S1).
Conformational effects have been widely
commented upon in polysilane chemistry (23)
and it appears likely that the chain conformation
of compound 5 is constrained by the steric demands of the N-xylyl substituted b-diketiminate
supporting ligands. A space-filling representation of compound 5 (fig. S2), illustrates the
highly efficient protection of the individual In-In
bonds provided by the closely arrayed aryl and
methyl ligand susbstituents.
We have undertaken preliminary density functional theory (DFT) analysis (B3LYP/LANDZ)
of the model linear In6 complex InIL(InL)4InIL
Ewhere L is (HNCH)2CH^, 6, constrained to
the conformation described by the crystallographic coordinates from the x-ray analysis
(24). These results provide a qualitative molecular orbital analysis of the bonding along
a catenated hexa-indium chain (Fig. 3). The
orbitals denoted lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) to LUMOþ4 are entirely ligand-based, whereas the LUMOþ5 is the
lowest energy unoccupied virtual orbital involved in In-In s bonding. Unsurprisingly,
the calculated LUMOþ5 to highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) energy difference

for the simplified complex 6 somewhat underestimates the s-s* transition energy (389
nm) inferred from the spectroscopic data provided by 5. More exacting analysis will be
required to fully appreciate the effects of differing substituent patterns as well as chain
conformation.
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Rotational Coherence and a Sudden
Breakdown in Linear Response
Seen in Room-Temperature Liquids
Amy C. Moskun,1* Askat E. Jailaubekov,1 Stephen E. Bradforth,1†
Guohua Tao,2 Richard M. Stratt2†
Highly energized molecules normally are rapidly equilibrated by a solvent; this finding is central
to the conventional (linear-response) view of how chemical reactions occur in solution. However,
when a reaction initiated by 33-femtosecond deep ultraviolet laser pulses is used to eject highly
rotationally excited diatomic molecules into alcohols and water, rotational coherence persists for
many rotational periods despite the solvent. Molecular dynamics simulations trace this slow
development of molecular-scale friction to a clearly identifiable molecular event: an abrupt
liquid-structure change triggered by the rapid rotation. This example shows that molecular
relaxation can sometimes switch from linear to nonlinear response.
ne of the principal ways in which a
solvent facilitates a chemical reaction
is by managing the energetics, both by
supplying enough energy to surmount activation barriers and by providing channels for
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excess energy to be dissipated. Given the energies typically involved in chemical bond rearrangement (tens of kcal/mol, or roughly 104 K),
these are formidable tasks for a solvent armed
with no more than ordinary equilibrium (300 K)
fluctuations. Nonetheless, as increasingly microscopic studies of solvation and vibrational relaxation have made clear, solvents do fulfill this
critical energy management role, and they do so
with precisely the rates expected from the solvent_s own ability to absorb energy under ordinary equilibrium conditions (1).
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This idea that excited states relax with rates
determined by the solute-solvent system_s ordinary energy fluctuations, commonly called
linear response theory, is a critical component
in the success of transition-state theories of
chemical reaction rates in liquids (2). Perhaps a
surprising consequence of linear response theory is that the details of how a solute_s state is
prepared—in particular, how much energy is
deposited—are not central to determining how
quickly a solvent responds. Even though linear
response theory is often derived by assuming
relatively small displacements from equilibrium
(3)—an assumption clearly inappropriate for
the amounts of energy relevant to most chemical reactions—it seems to hold rather well, a
few notable exceptions aside (4–7). However,
three decades of work in the gas phase have
explored how the specifics of the forces between atoms involved in isolated chemical
reactions determine the final energy partitioning as the reaction moves from the transition
state (8). Is knowledge of these specifics completely immaterial (2) to reaction dynamics in
solution?
This dichotomy highlights a principal difference between gas- and solution-phase chemical dynamics: In low-density gases, the natural
perspective focuses on discrete collisions between individual molecules, whereas in the
condensed phase, a solute_s environment is typically treated collectively and its dynamics are
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described in terms of the evolution of chance
fluctuations from equilibrium (1). Consider the
rotational motion of a solute molecule in a
liquid. From the collisional viewpoint, the onset of rotational diffusion can be construed in
terms of Brownian small-angle reorientation (9),
where collisions rapidly interrupt and destroy
the coherence of an isolated rotor ensemble.
This picture implies that there must be some
limited time interval over which inertial (gas
phase–like) rotation survives, but at normal
liquid densities and temperatures this interval
usually corresponds to the solute sweeping out
no more than a very small angle. This inertial
behavior has been observed for solute reorientation in liquids in only a few, rather
weakly interacting, cases (10–12). The usual
condensed-phase perspective, by contrast, is
that there are no specific events through which
the liquid begins to exert its influence; linear
response theory dictates that random solvent
fluctuations simply extract more and more of
the rotor_s energy as time goes on.
Consider, then, what happens if a solute is
born with extremely high rotational energy.
Gas-phase intuition suggests that there may be
a much longer period, perhaps more than an
entire rotational period, during which entirely
gas phase–like dynamics might prevail and the
solvent would be unable to disrupt the solute. If
so, what does this say about the solvent response in terms of linear response theory? We
explore this issue by watching an example of
rotational relaxation in a standard chemical
environment: liquid water and alcohol solutions. By using a chemical reaction to prepare a
high-energy, nonthermal ensemble of rotating
diatomic molecules and following the subsequent relaxation on a subpicosecond time scale,
we show that neither gas-phase nor liquidphase intuition is entirely correct. The initial
relaxation turns out to proceed just as linear
response theory would predict, but the system
abruptly reverts to much more gas phase–like
dynamics. Such a switch can apparently be attributed directly to specific molecular events
occurring in the liquid.
We use ICN photodissociation (13, 14), a
chemical reaction in which bond breakage is
nearly instantaneous in the gas phase (15), leading to a well-characterized, coherent population
of highly excited CN rotors with virtually none
of the excess energy channeled into CN vibration (16, 17). Although the reaction also has a
channel producing cold CN fragments (roughly
60% of the time in the gas phase), the average
energy of the hot rotors can be tuned by varying the photoexcitation wavelength, enabling
us to generate a controlled and predetermined
high-energy distribution of initial rotational states
(18). In earlier work, Moskun and Bradforth
(19) were able to show that this reaction also
produces rotationally hot CN in room-temperature
polar liquids. These results were themselves surprising. The hot rotors apparently act as if they
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Fig. 1. The connection between transient anisotropy R(t)
and the dynamics of molecular
reorientation predicted by a
classical molecular dynamics
simulation. In the experiment
reported here, R(t) measures
the correlation between the CN
bond axis at the instant of
photodissociation and the
same axis of the CN fragment
after elapsed time t. (A) Anisotropy evolution of an isolated rotor prepared with a
precise rotational energy of 1998 cm–1 (red line) compared
to that of a 300 K thermal distribution of isolated rotors
(black line). (B) The same comparison for CN rotors dissolved in 300 K liquid-density (1.344 g/ml) Ar. It is clear
from the symbols corresponding to rotations of 0-, 45-, 90-, 135-, 180-, and 360- (as shown at left)
that the anisotropy of the single-energy isolated rotor tracks the molecular orientation perfectly,
displaying exactly two oscillations for every 360- molecular rotation. Thermal preparation of the rotor
evidently destroys too much phase information to carry out such tracking (whether a solvent is present
or not), but high-energy rotors can be tracked even in the presence of a solvent; enough of the
rotational coherence survives the solvent-induced dephasing for several full rotations to be observable.

were nearly freely spinning tops, maintaining
their rotation plane for tens of rotational periods
(several picoseconds). Seeing such gas phase–
like behavior in an ordinary room-temperature
molecular liquid runs counter to the conventional Brownian small-angle rotational diffusion picture of rotational relaxation, which
would have suggested complete randomization of the axis of rotation in well under 1 ps
(9). Multiple periods of free rotation would also
be a striking change from earlier photodissociation studies on I3– and HgI2 in solution,
which saw only small-angle ballistic rotation
(20, 21).
These early CN solution experiments, though,
were unable to capture the crucial first 200 fs
of the dynamics because of insufficient time
resolution as well as a strong coherent solvent
response near time zero, a response broadened
by the thickness of the interrogated liquid film.
However, recent advances in ultrashort ultraviolet (UV) pulse generation have allowed us to
perform a deep UV-pump/UV-probe experiment with the necessary time resolution. We
create photolysis pulses with a wavelength of
233 nm (duration È33 fs) by four-wave mixing
in a rare gas–filled hollow-core fiber, followed
by compression using a CaF2 prism pair (22, 23).
Time-delayed 390-nm probe pulses, which
monitor the CN product by transient absorption,
are selected from a white-light continuum generated in a CaF2 disk and compressed using a
fused-silica prism pair (18). We interrogate the
ICN solutions in alcohols and water by overlapping linearly polarized pump and probe
pulses in a region of a flowing liquid film
È25 mm thick (24). The probe beam, polarized
45- relative to the pump, is resolved after the
sample into parallel (¬) and perpendicular (±)
components that are detected simultaneously
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with two photodiodes (21). The rotational relaxation is then tracked by watching the timedependent anisotropy
RðtÞ 0 ðA¬ j A± Þ=ðA¬ þ 2A±Þ

ð1Þ

constructed from the two components of the
transient probe absorbance A(t).
Although anisotropy does not measure
rotational energy relaxation directly, the tendency of rapidly rotating objects to maintain
their rotational plane means that the loss of the
initial anisotropy is a useful indicator of the loss
of rotational energy. The anisotropy function is
a vector correlation function and carries additional information about the ensemble motion,
including its degree of rotational coherence. In
an isotropic environment such as a fluid, the anisotropy is given by
RðtÞ 0 2=5bP2 EŴð0Þ I ŴðtÞ^À

ð2Þ

which measures the angle between the time-0
and time-t transition-dipole vectors Ŵ averaged
over the initial distribution of rotor orientations
and angular velocities (P2 is the standard
second-order Legendre polynomial). This same
observable has long been used to extract rotational diffusion constants (9). However, on an
ultrafast time scale, it can be far more informative about the underlying microscopic behavior (Fig. 1).
The anisotropy of free CN rotors prepared
with a rotational energy EROT of precisely 1998
cm–1 at time 0 Eequivalent to 2875 K of rotational energy and corresponding to rotational
quantum number J , 32, a typical value for
ICN photodissociation (16)^ is compared in Fig.
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Fig. 2. (A) Measured transient pump-probe
anisotropy after 233-nm photodissociation of
ICN in ethanol (circles). The inset shows the
highly non-Boltzmann initial populations of
CN fragments in the rotationally hot (red)
and cold (blue) channels resulting from this
photodissociation in the gas phase (16); for
comparison, a 300 K thermal rotational
distribution is also shown (magenta curve).
The gas-phase behavior of the two channels
is assumed to carry over to the initial rotor
distributions in the condensed phase. (B)
Molecular dynamics predictions (on an expanded scale) for how each individual channel would contribute in a 300 K, 1.344 g/ml
Ar solvent [solid curves; colors as in inset of
(A)], contrasted with the behavior of free CN
rotors (dashed curves) prepared with the
same rotational energy distributions. The
black solid curve in both panels is a prediction of the net anisotropy decay this
experiment would have produced with a
300 K, liquid-density Ar solvent [calculated
as a weighted sum of the solid colored curves
corrected for the finite CN lifetime, and
convoluted with the experimental response
function (18)].

1A to the anisotropy for a 300 K equilibrium
ensemble. A hypothetical experiment conducted using the perfect rotational coherence
of the former (single-energy) ensemble would
be able to associate individual points on the
R(t) curve with specific angle displacements of
the CN radicals. With a thermal (300 K) distribution of rotational energies, by contrast, the
anisotropy function would lose most of these
oscillations because of the corresponding spread
in angular frequencies, although for free rotors
there would always be a minimum and the
function would tend toward an asymptotic value
of 0.1. Given these observations, one might
imagine that carrying out the study in a 300 K
liquid would remove most of this remaining
detail, but as the classical molecular dynamics
simulation in liquid-density Ar reveals (Fig.1B),
rotational coherence can still be preserved for
several rotational periods if the initial rotational
energy distribution is sufficiently out of equilibrium with the liquid (25).
The simulations reported here were microcanonical, periodic boundary-condition studies
conducted by sampling the classical trajectories
of a single rigid CN diatomic instantaneously
provided with a prescribed rotational kinetic
energy in the presence of 106 Ar solvent atoms
(18). We chose Ar not only for the simplifications it afforded in our subsequent analysis, but
because it allowed us to use a high-level ab
initio potential surface (26) capable of reproducing detailed gas-phase inelastic scattering

measurements (27). But does this same coherent behavior persist with a more strongly interacting liquid? Our experimental results for
233-nm ICN photodissociation in liquid ethanol
(Fig. 2) show that it can. The anisotropy of
the CN rotors displays a local minimum at
È80 fs, quickly rises to È0.1, and then decays over several picoseconds, exhibiting what
seem to be weaker oscillations along the way
(28). Similar results are seen in H2O and D2O
and in methanol (fig. S5).
The experimental R(t) curves would be
expected to differ in a number of ways from
the highly idealized oscillatory curve shown in
Fig. 1B, but most of these effects are straightforward to characterize. The experiment_s finite
time resolution is simple to include. More fundamentally, both the hot and cold photodissociation channels produce relatively broad
initial distributions of rotational (J) states, but
the relevant gas-phase distributions for each
channel are known from previous experimental
measurement (16, 29) (Fig. 2A, inset). The only
important unknown is the liquid-state branching
ratio between the two channels. Gas-phase
data indicate that the hot channel makes up
È40% of the dissociation yield (16), but one
might expect a somewhat higher figure for
liquid solvents in view of the potential of
the liquid to cage the cold photodissociation
products (13).
Taking these factors into account, we can
confirm that the persistent rotational coherence
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seen in our Ar simulations is the same basic
phenomenon observed experimentally in polar
solvents. Although CN rotors sampled from the
cold-channel distribution undergo a rapid loss
of anisotropy in liquid Ar (Fig. 2B, solid blue
line), the rotors sampled from the hot-channel
distribution retain almost as much coherence in
the liquid (solid red line) as they would in the
absence of solvent (dashed red line), despite the
breadth of these initial distributions. Convolution of the simulation with the 45-fs experimental instrument response function, along
with the assumption that liquid-state photodissociation generates an initial ensemble composed of a 60%/40% admixture of the hot and
cold gas-phase distributions, yields the anisotropy decay curve (heavy black line) of a hypothetical repetition of this experiment in liquid
Ar. The resulting oscillations are somewhat
more pronounced in the more weakly interacting solvent than they are in ethanol, but
the qualitative features and time scales of the
experimental and theoretical curves are otherwise remarkably similar. EAssuming a more
gas phase–like 40%/60% branching ratio would
lower the amplitude of the predicted oscillations but would not affect their existence or
time scales (18).^
This level of agreement gives us confidence
that our idealized Ar simulations can be used to
infer more detailed microscopic information
about the development (or more correctly, the
lack of development) of rotational friction
about a rapidly rotating CN molecule. In simulations, for example, we can directly calculate
the energy relaxation function for the actual
trajectories
SE ðtÞ 0 EEðtÞ j EðVÞ^=EEð0Þ j EðVÞ^ ð3Þ
where E refers to the rotational kinetic energy
and the overbars imply an average over all the
initial conditions consistent with the rotor_s
nonequilibrium preparation. We can then compare the results to the linear-response prediction
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CE ðtÞ 0 EbEð0ÞEðtÞÀ j bEÀ2 ^=EbE2 À j bEÀ2 ^
ð4Þ
(1, 3), where the angle brackets denote an average over the distribution of molecular velocities and positions that one would find under
equilibrium (thermal) conditions.
The results (Fig. 3) show that linear response theory does indeed fail rather dramatically
here (30): The actual relaxation is considerably
slower than the equilibrium rotational energy
fluctuations would have predicted, which
explains the unexpected level of preservation
of rotational coherence. But what is interesting
is how this failure occurs. A close inspection of
the first 200 fs for a range of different initial
rotational energies (Fig. 3, lower panel) reveals
that linear response is quantitatively correct for
the first 50 to 100 fs—values suspiciously close
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Fig. 3. Molecular dynamics simulation of the
breakdown in linear response for hot CN rotors
in liquid Ar at 120 K (density 1.344 g/ml). Both
panels compare the rotational kinetic energy
relaxation functions observed in the actual nonequilibrium simulations SE(t) (colored lines) with
the corresponding linear-response prediction
CE(t) (black line). The nonequilibrium simulations
follow the rotational kinetic energy after a CN rotor
is given a specific value EROT(0) at time 0. By contrast, the linear-response curve looks only at the
decay of ordinary equilibrium rotational energy
fluctuations at the temperature of the liquid (even
when extraordinary energies are to be dissipated).
(Top) The linear-response answer compared with
that from a single nonequilibrium calculation over
a fairly long time period. (Bottom) The subpicosecond dynamics for four successively larger values
of EROT(0). In this panel, it is clear how linear
response breaks down only after a well-defined
time delay, which becomes increasingly protracted
as the initial rotational energy decreases. At these
energies, a 90- rotation of an isolated CN rotor
would take 60, 73, 80, and 90 fs, respectively.

to the 60 to 90 fs that it would take free rotors
with these energies to rotate È90-. Once this
amount of molecular reorientation has occurred,
though, the solvent evidently begins to function
differently and the linear-response predictions
begin to fail.
Given the existence of such a well-defined
event, it is a simple matter to interrogate our
simulations to discover just what the liquid is
doing at the critical moment. We plot in Fig. 4
the radial distribution functions for the solvent
atoms in the CN rotor plane. By looking at a
function of the time elapsed after the rotational
excitation, one can see that the liquid structure
around the CN solute itself undergoes a relatively sudden change at roughly 80 fs: The
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Fig. 4. Liquid-structure
changes corresponding to
a linear-response breakdown. Shown are molecular dynamics results for
the relaxation of a single
1998 cm–1 CN rotor dissolved in liquid Ar (under
the same conditions reported in Fig. 3). The plot
reports the normalized
probability densities of
N-Ar distances rN-Ar in
the CN-rotor plane (18)
at the indicated times t
after the rotational preparation. Successive curves
are translated vertically
for ease in viewing. The
time-0 curve, in particular, shows the equilibrium
structure, an arrangement
that is not recovered until
9 to 10 ps later. The
principal structural change occurs within 80 fs, the interval (as shown at left) that corresponds to the time
needed for a CN to rotate È90-, forcing a neighboring Ar atom out of the inner solvation shell.

loss of the peak at 3.8 ) and the corresponding
growth of a peak at 4.5 ) means that a 90rotation of a CN suffices to push at least some
solvent atoms out of the innermost solvent shell.
This expulsion of such nearby solvent atoms is
what is probably responsible for the sudden
diminishment of the local rotational friction.
The fact that it then takes on the order of 10 ps
for the liquid structure to recover from this first
0.1 ps is surprising, but is nicely consistent with
the slow progress of the overall rotational relaxation (19).
The presence of a connection between
nonlinear response and the evolution of liquid
structure has been noted in a number of
computer simulation studies of how linear
response can fail during solvation (4–6), although there has never been any direct experimental evidence for such a scenario. In
a typical simulation of solvation, the relaxation of the solute-solvent potential energy is
monitored after an instantaneous change in the
charge distribution of a solute, and linear
response theory is found to yield accurate
predictions even when solvation energies are
greater than 104 K (1). But in a few cases
involving hydrogen-bonding liquids (4–6) and
solute size changes (5, 6), the simulated solvation is noticeably different from predictions
based on the solvent_s normal equilibrium fluctuations. In each of these instances, it was clear
that liquid-structure transformations must have
been involved in some way because the liquid_s
local geometry was different before and after
the solvation process. However, in this work,
we have observed a discrete molecular event in
the solvent, occurring at a specific time, that
mediates the failure of linear response.
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Our principal experimental result is the timedomain observation of largely free molecular
rotation occurring in a strongly interacting
room-temperature liquid. The preservation of
such free rotation yields valuable clues about
the course of energy dissipation in chemical
processes. In particular, the observation of coherence tied to the original rotor time scale is
direct evidence of a nonlinearly responding
solvent. The experiment therefore provides a
window into the ultrafast time evolution of not
only the solute relaxation but the solvent structure. Moreover, the possibility of controlling the
specifics of the preparation of our rotors offers
us yet other opportunities, including the chance
to learn about some of the key issues germane
to solution photochemistry: how a solvent affects the dynamics of an electronic curve
crossing and whether cage recombination
(13, 14) selects out particular subpopulations
of solute states.
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High-Performance High-Tc
Superconducting Wires
S. Kang,1 A. Goyal,1* J. Li,1 A. A. Gapud,1† P. M. Martin,1 L. Heatherly,1 J. R. Thompson,1,2
D. K. Christen,1 F. A. List,1 M. Paranthaman,1 D. F. Lee1
We demonstrated short segments of a superconducting wire that meets or exceeds performance
requirements for many large-scale applications of high-temperature superconducting materials,
especially those requiring a high supercurrent and/or a high engineering critical current
density in applied magnetic fields. The performance requirements for these varied applications
were met in 3-micrometer-thick YBa2Cu3O7-d films epitaxially grown via pulsed laser ablation on
rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates. Enhancements of the critical current in self-field as
well as excellent retention of this current in high applied magnetic fields were achieved in the thick
films via incorporation of a periodic array of extended columnar defects, composed of self-aligned
nanodots of nonsuperconducting material extending through the entire thickness of the film. These
columnar defects are highly effective in pinning the superconducting vortices or flux lines, thereby
resulting in the substantially enhanced performance of this wire.
econd-generation high-temperature superconducting (HTS) wires or coated conductors (also known as 2G wires) based
on REBa2Cu3O7-d (RE, rare earth) films have
important potential for use in large-scale civilian
and military applications (1–3). For many of
these potential applications, large critical currents in high applied magnetic fields are required. This is especially so for electric power
applications of HTS materials as well as for
military applications. For example, the underground transmission cable application requires
critical current per unit width, Ic, greater than
300 A/cm in self-field; for military applications, an Ic greater than 100 A/cm and an engineering critical current density, JE, greater
than 15 kA/cm2 at 65 K in an operating field of
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3 T are required; and for rotating machinery
such as motors and generators, a JE of 30 to
40 kA/cm2 at 55 to 65 K in operating fields of
3 to 5 T is required.
Coated conductors consist of a flexible substrate (a metallic template with several buffer
layers) and an epitaxial superconducting layer
(1). The goal is to have a biaxially textured superconducting layer so that few if any highangle, weakly conducting grain boundaries are
present. Three techniques for producing biaxial
texture in the substrate have been developed:
ion beam–assisted deposition (IBAD) of biaxialy textured buffers on polycrystalline alloy
substrates (1, 4), epitaxial deposition of buffer
multilayers on rolling assisted biaxially textured
substrates (RABiTS) (1, 5), and inclined substrate deposition of buffers on polycrystalline
alloy substrates (1, 6). For epitaxial HTS films
on such textured substrates, the intergranular
critical current density is substantially improved
because of the elimination of weakly linked,
high-angle grain boundaries. However, for
practical application of HTS materials, the infield performance, or the intragranular critical
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29. Because of solvent shifts, the data reported for gas-phase
photodissociation at 266 nm correspond to our liquidstate photolysis at 233 nm. See (13, 19).
30. Although very similar nonlinear-response behavior is seen in
our 300 K liquid-density supercritical Ar simulations, we
report in Figs. 3 and 4 the results for the normal 120 K
liquid.
31. We thank P. Pieniazek, A. Krylov, I. Benajmin, and
M. Alexander for helpful discussions. Work at USC is
supported by NSF grant CHE-0311814 and by the David
and Lucile Packard Foundation, and at Brown by NSF
grants CHE-0131114, CHE-0212823, and CHE-0518169.
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current density, also needs to be enhanced further. It is also essential to increase the overall
current-carrying capacity of the coated conductors. The simplest approach is to increase the
thickness of the superconductor. However, gradual deterioration of the critical current density
occurs with increasing superconductor thickness. For films deposited by in situ techniques
such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD), as the
superconducting layer becomes thicker, a dead
layer that provides no contribution to the current carrying ability forms after a critical thickness of È1.5 mm (7). This has been attributed
to roughening of the film with increase in
thickness. A solution to this roughness problem
was found by fabricating multilayered films with
YBa2Cu3O7-d (YBCO) layers less than 1.5 mm
thick alternating with intervening CeO2 interlayers (7). Although there was no dead layer
formation in these multilayer films, a single
layer is still desirable because of the processing complexity in multilayer growth. We have
overcome this problem by manipulation of deposition conditions and substrate characteristics
and have demonstrated growth of a 6.4-mmthick single-layer YBCO film on RABiTS without the formation of any dead layer (8, 9).
However, for both the multilayered films and
the single-layer-thick films without a dead layer,
further improvement in the in-field transport
properties is needed to meet the performance
requirements for a range of applications. This
can be accomplished by improving the flux
pinning by introducing appropriate defects into
the films.
It is known that defects within superconducting materials can pin the magnetic flux lines, so
that large currents can flow through the materials
in the presence of high applied magnetic fields.
However, in order for the defects to be effective in pinning the flux, their size, density, and
geometry need to be appropriately controlled.
Defects such as oxygen vacancies, twin boundaries (10), and dislocations (11, 12) form naturally inside films and act as pinning centers.
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